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• DIRC Concept and Design
• Operational Experience -Performance Highlights -Backgrounds and Longevity
• R&D Towards the Future DIRC grows out of our experience with the ring imaging Cherenkov detector in the SLD experiment, that was founded on a long partnership with Tom Ypsilantis-and called the CRID device.
Blair Ratcliff had the brilliant brilliant idea of using the totally internally reflected light transported out to the end of the quartz bar radiators, to be his newly invented PID instrument.
DIRC = CRID Backwards
The DIRC was the creation of a large international collaboration of US and French groups (see names).
It has turned out to be a very robust robust detector And, is working very working very well in BaBar.
DIRC combines with dE/dx from CDC and SVT (mostly in the 1/b 2 region), to provide the hadronic particle hadronic particle identification system identification system for BABAR. • If n>Ö2 some photons are always totally internally reflected for b»1 tracks.
• Radiator and light guide: Long, rectangular Synthetic Fused Silica ("Quartz") bars (Spectrosil: average <n(l)> » 1.473, radiation hard, homogenous, low chromatic dispersion; 144 bars: 490´1.7´3.5 cm 3 , polished to surface roughness <5Å (rms); square to better than 0.3 mrad.)
• Square radiator bar ® magnitude of q c preserved during internal reflections.
Typical DIRC photon: l » 400 nm, ~ 200 bounces, ~ 10-60 ns propagation timẽ 5 m average path in bars.
DIRC PRINCIPLE, PART II DIRC PRINCIPLE, PART II
• Only one end of bar instrumented; mirror attached to other (forward) end.
• Spectrosil wedge glued to readout end reduces required number of PMTs by ~ factor 2 and improves exit angle efficiency for large angle photons .
• Photons exit from wedge into expansion region (filled with 6m 3 pure, deionized water).
(<n water (l)> » 1.346, Standoff distance » 120 cm, outside main magnetic field; shielding:
B < ~1 Gauss)
• Pinhole imaging on PMT array (bar dimension small compared to standoff distance).
(10,752 traditional PMTs ETL 9125, immersed in water, surrounded by hexagonal "lightcatcher," transit time spread ~1.5 nsec)
• DIRC is a 3-D device, measuring: x, y and time time of Cherenkov photons.
• PMT / radiator bar combination plus track direction and location from tracking define q c , f c , t propagation of photon. q MC from Charged Hadron Spectra analysis.
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q Cuts different than the "standard"…designed to keep mis-ID <1-2% everywhere.
q In return, must accept somewhat lower ID efficiency especially a high momenta q Note that mis-ID ³ mis-ID due to different interaction probability. 
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